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Dear Reader, 
As Cybage ventures into a new financial year with a zest to  
break boundaries and reach new heights, let's look back at the  
memorable moments of the past quarter through CybageTimes.
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CSR  
Ever so enthusiastic  
Cybagians contribute  
towards the society.

IN CONVERSATION 
Up close and personal with  
Sachin Deshmukh, VP –  
Business Development (APAC)  
and his views on managing  
client relationships.

FROM THE 
CEO’S DESK 
To begin with, we have CEO  
Arun Nathani's words full of  
wit and humor.   

CYBAGE 
BASH 2017 
Here's to a rocking night 
with energetic Cybagians. 

IN THE 
SPOTLIGHT 
'Work' needs 'fun' to strike  
a balance in life. A look-back  
at the fun times at Cybage.

TRAVEL DIARIES 
These Cybagians  
live by the motto  
'To travel is to live'.

10 YEARS 
FELICITATION 
Meet our decade-old  
Cybagians as they take you  
on a trip down memory lane.

TRIPOMETER 
Experience the adrenaline  
rush with Cybagians as they  
take on adventure sports.

WINNING 
PARTNERSHIPS 
John Tonnison, EVP and CIO, Tech  
Data, speaks about his principles 
and his rapport with Cybage.

NEWS & 
ACCOLADES 
A glance through the  
accomplishments of  
the past quarter.

SPORTS 
Cybagians channelize  
for their inner athlete. 

WELCOME ABOARD 
From Partners to Cybagians— 
a warm welcome to John Oberon 
and Greg Wiggins.

LEISURE 
Tease your brains and  
laugh out hard! It's time  
to sit back and relax.

A young boy was learning to fly a kite.  A parrot got entangled 

in the unsteady string of the kite and fell to the ground.  The 

boy watched in distress as the injured bird lay an egg before 

taking her last breath.  Heartbroken, he made a little nest on 

the branch of a tree and nurtured the egg.  The egg hatched 

and out emerged the most beautiful bird he had ever seen!  

The boy tended to the baby parrot several times a day.  As 

time passed, he noticed that the parrot’s wings were fully 

developed, yet it refused to move out of its nest.  The child 

was disturbed, and brought it to his father’s attention, “It’s 

simple”, the father replied, as he cut the branch of the tree 

where the bird was sitting.  The bird flew high up into the sky, 

disappearing above the colorful kites.

Sometimes we remain in our comfort zone and fail to soar 
to our full potential.  This happens when our parents or 
employers do not expose us to the opportunities outside our 
home or project. 

Feeling redeemed, the boy resumed his kite flying practice.  

Doubly charged, he wanted his kite to soar as high as the 

parrot.  He felt the string was holding the kite back from 

reaching its full potential.  He remembered his dad’s lesson 

and decided to cut the string so that the kite would be free 

and able to soar even higher.  The kite started to go a little 

higher at first, but then it slowly started to come down, much 

to the young boy’s dismay.

Sometimes our constraints are the very reason for us to 
soar high.  This happens when the close support system 

of our family or organization nurtures values that fuel our 
success—like discipline and loyalty. 

The takeaways are at odds.  For the world is full of successful 

people on both sides.  Many succeed by venturing away from 

their family or reverting to job-hopping.  Then there are those 

who capitalize on the strong support of their immediate family 

and the early employer to succeed.   

The reason for the conflicting lessons is our focus on the side 

characters of the story, namely, the branch and the string.  

Instead, our lessons should be drawn from the central actors—
the bird and the kite.  

The bird flew high up because flying is its innate talent.  
The kite fell down because flying is unnatural to it.  Kids as 
well as professionals should be encouraged to pursue their 
natural talents.  The role of the surrounding ecosystem, be 
it the family or the organization, is to pave the path that 
resonates with both the heart and the talent of the aspirant.  
This makes the pursuit of our dreams and their eventual 
fulfillment more meaningful and satisfying. 

Sincerely, 

Arun Nathani, CEO & MD 

www.arunnathaniblog.com

String Beneath 
FROM THE CEO’S DESK

My Wings



 

John Tonnison leads strategy, direction 
and operations of Tech Data’s worldwide 
information and business technology, 
eBusiness capabilities and cloud platform. 
Prior to joining Tech Data in 2001, he held 
software development, ERP and startup 
executive and COO positions in Los Angeles, 
Miami, Munich and London. His recognitions 
include induction to Computerworld's Premier 

100 IT Leaders list, ‘Outstanding Voice’ by the 
Tampa Bay Business Journal, and Equality 

Florida’s Voice for Equality Award. A dedicated 
advocate for diversity and inclusion, JT serves 

as Chair of Florida Competes and sits on the 
advisory board of Equality Means Business.

to allow one dimension of that job description to dominate. 
The real impact and value to the enterprise is when all of these 
characters are combined and well balanced.

What role do partners like Cybage play in contributing to  
Tech Data’s success?

Cybage brings us a disciplined approach and a reliable talent 
bench of capability and capacity across these domains. The 
model allows us to quickly scale and effectively interleaf 
internal and external teams to collaborate and seize 
opportunities. This blended model fits well in the dynamism of 
our market’s needs in this fast evolving technology industry.

While building a team what are the three main characteristics 
you look for?

Consistently I have found three personal and team behaviors 
highly correlated with success in Enterprise IT: 

• HUNGER to understand, learn, win, and advance 

• AGILITY and enthusiasm to bring clarity for others to         
  ambiguous opportunities and situations 

• CONSULTING style applied to bring experience and  
  constructive leadership to drive digital innovation,  
  solutioning, and problem solving 

You have been the Director at Community Tampa Bay, which 
provides guidance in building a community free from all forms 
of discrimination. Can you tell us a little bit about this cause? 

Having previously sat on the board of Community Tampa Bay,  
I continue being a vocal supporter and donor. CTB runs a series 
of highly successful youth programs, ingeniously enlightening 
participants to the many dimensions of bias, bigotry and 
discrimination. From there, the programs arm future leaders 
with tools to identify, diffuse, and improve those failings in the 
areas of society where they will have future impact.

Have you 
visited India? If 
yes, how has been your 
experience in terms of its culture, 
people, food, etc.? Any favourite city or 
place that you visited?

India is one of my favorite destinations. I have enjoyed 
the most hospitable experiences ranging from some of 
the most incredible hotel properties to the welcoming family 
homes of friends. My first brief career was as a professional 
photographer, and I have had rich and hugely rewarding 
time in India with an SLR in my hands. And then there is the 
incredible food. Growing up in the UK, my taste for Indian 
food was well developed. Both my partner and I became 
pescatarian following our most recent experience in India. 

So far, our favorite Indian city has been Udaipur, although we 
love the vibrance and nightlife of Mumbai. Next on my bucket 
list are the Himalayas.

Recently, Tech Data completed the acquisition of Avnet Technology 
Solutions. What are you most excited about, with this integration?

Addition of the acquired Advanced Solutions capabilities fills out our 
end-to-end technology portfolio. For our customers, it gives us a value 

proposition that now extends from the living room to the data center. 
The transaction has also extended our global reach to 40 countries and 5 

continents. Beyond our line-card and geographic extended reach, we have 
inherited great solutions-oriented technical, business, and sales talent, and 

their associated business systems, making our whole enterprise better.

What would be the impact of the acquisition on Tech Data’s cloud offerings with 
this integration?

Combined with the existing and extensive SaaS cloud business and platform 
capability, this acquisition brought us a deeply skilled and successful IaaS business and 

the associated tools. Together, these capabilities and established customer bases make 
us the most complete and balanced cloud aggregator in our peer group.

What is the business outlook for Tech Data for the current financial year?

We have just completed our FY18 financial year and are in a quiet period, so I will say little here. 
Nevertheless, the integration of the acquired Advanced Solutions business and their IaaS, analytics, 

and security specializations position us uniquely to best serve the entirety of the needs of our global 
and fast evolving reseller market.

In the ever changing world of technology, how has the role of a CIO evolved?

The 2018 CIO needs to simultaneously play the roles of business and technology consultant, creative force, Agile coach, 
pragmatist, planner, cybersecurity zealot, and be the steady hand of digital governance. That’s a lot, and it is all too easy 

Any message for young Cybagians

Thanks to Cybage for a great partnership 
over these years. We consider your team an 

integral and powerful extension of our own teams. We 
greatly appreciate your ability to quickly engage, learn and 
scale to support our initiatives. Arun has built an inspiring 
company in Cybage. You should all be very proud.

Favorite movie 
North by Northwest

Favorite sportsperson 
Tom Daley

Favorite website 
www.hodinkee.com

Favorite book 
The 9/11 Commission Report

Favorite cuisine 
Curry

Favorite holiday destination 
Sitges, Catalonia

Favorite gadget 
AirPods

An inspirational character 
from a book or movie 
Dirk Pitt

If you could be one 
person in history 
Claus von Stauffenberg

One thing you always wanted  
to do, but never did 
Silver Whisper 115-day,  
31 countries world cruise

RAPID-FIRE

John Tonnison, Executive Vice President  
and CIO at Tech Data, talks to CybageTimes  
about the evolving role of a Fortune 100  
Chief Information Officer in the Digital Era, 
the makings of a strong team, and his love  
for Indian food

‘The CIO of  
2018 wears  
many hats’
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NEWS

John Oberon
EVP–DecisionMinesTM 

NRF

Cybage’s Retail team including Rakesh Ramchandani 

(VP–Digital Services), Gurvinder Chhatwal (SVP–

Business), Ashwin Parmar (SVP, Head–Retail), and 

Sachin Bhatt (DH) showcased technological solutions 

pertaining to Retail sector at the NRF conference held 

from January 14–18, 2017, in NYC.

Becoming a part of Cybage was more than just a 

journey for me. It was destiny. It started 18 years 

ago with a need for engineers and Deepak Nathani 

closing the fastest sell in Cybage history. 

Our success at Altiris during the following eight 

years, drew me to try it again with Allegiance 

the next four, and Central Logic the following six. 

Transitioning from customer to employee happened 

when I realized I wanted to be a part of the same 

people that made that success, and a desire to bring 

it to others.

Greg is responsible for account management, 
relationship management, and nurturing new 
business opportunities in Arizona, Utah and parts of 
California, USA.

Greg Wiggins
SVP–Business Development

Journeys of decades have converged into a common path  
with two new additions to the Cybage management  

TO

My journey with Cybage started in 1997 when Arun 
and Deepak managed every detail. From day one, 
Cybage valued the long-term relationship over short-
term wins—this unique approach blossomed into 
multiple engagements over a span of two decades. 

When people ask me on what to look for when 
choosing an opportunity, I say: First, find a 
management chain you can trust; second, choose a 
cultural fit over anything else; and third, believe in 
the product because the people are ingredients of 
that product.

John is in charge of the entire product charter of  
our revolutionary platform—DecisionMinesTM for 
Digital Excellence.

Conferences 

ACCOLADES

HIMSS 2018

With an extensive experience in Healthcare solutions, Cybage’s 

team of Digital Healthcare Experts showcased innovative 

and customized technology solutions at the HIMSS 2018 

conference held in Las Vegas, USA, from March 5 to 9, 2018.

Cybage rated as a leader in Zinnov Zones 2017 

Product Engineering Services for both Enterprise 

and Consumer Software for the fourth consecutive year.  

 

Cybage bags the ‘Gamification in HR’ award 

for its Digital Employee Engagement product, 

Gratifi™, at the 8th National Conference & Game Changer 

Awards event held in Pune, early January 2018.

New Year, 
New Us!

Cybage Software Pvt. Ltd. announced the launch of its new 

brand identity, one that depicts a unique journey of growth 

of over two decades. CEO and MD, Arun Nathani revealed the 

new look at the most awaited Annual Bash held in December 

2017 amidst the presence of thousands of employees 

waiting to embrace the new logo. The new logo 

symbolizes Cybage’s core vision of continuous evolution 

to deliver world-class technology and business problem-

solving to its global customer base. The transition depicts 

the origination of the company’s journey from the physical 

world of consultancy and strategy, converging into the online 

world of digital experiences. 

WELCOME ABOARD

PeopleMatters 

Cybage Software showcased Gratifi at TRWC 2018 (Total 

Rewards and Wellness Conclave 2018) hosted by People 

Matters on Jan 12 at JW Marriot, Juhu. CEO and MD Arun 

Nathani conducted an interesting session on ‘Maximizing ROI 

of reward and recognition programs through data science’.  

The highlight of his speech was the keynote on Gratifi, and the 

key aspects of rewards and recognition. 
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WORK. PLAY. DRAMA.
Sachin Deshmukh, Vice President-APAC, talks to CybageTimes about climbing the 
corporate ladder and gives valuable insights into having a well-rounded life

1. Favorite movie: The Pursuit of Happyness, 
Andaz Apna Apna

2. Favorite cuisine: Indian (both North and South 
Indian) and Italian

3. Favorite actor/actress: Amitabh Bachchan

4. Favorite holiday destination: Switzerland

5. Favorite gadget: Fitbit

6. Favorite book: The Goal by Goldratt 

7. What inspires you: Positive people

8. One thing you always wanted to do, but never 
did: Enroll for singing/music classes

9. If you could be one character from a movie or 
a book: Rancho from 3 Idiots

Can you tell us about your professional avatars, right  
when you started your career? And how your journey  
shaped at Cybage?  

My professional journey began with my campus placement 
in VJTI, Mumbai, where I was selected to work for RPG 
Group’s Zensar Technologies in Pune as a Management 
Trainee. Through my tenure of 12 years, it was a journey of 
great learning. I wore many hats and grew through the ranks 
to the role of Account Director, driving new business and 
handling some of the strategic relationships, first in the US 
and then moving to the UK and Europe market.

An opportunity came with Cybage to diversify my profile 
and accept a challenging role to handle  new geographies 
and since then, it has been an excellent journey of constant 
growth, an opportunity to work with some of the brightest 
minds to grow the business to such a scale that the APAC 
market revenue contributions started making more sense 
for our business. I keep looking forward to scaling it  
up further.

The Cybage journey has been filled with a lot of memorable 
events, but the leadership offsite meets and the Annual 
Bash (Management Dance, of course) would top the list if I 
have to select a few.

A MESSAGE FOR YOUNG CYBAGIANS

Today, Technology innovations are happening at a rapid 
pace and the agility of thoughts and approach matters 
the most, and so my advice to my young friends in 
Cybage is to have the courage to think differently, travel 
the unexplored path, think outside the box to conquer 
the problems and succeed. Most importantly, enjoy 
what you do and keep raising the bar!
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Given that you manage sales for different regions, what, 
according to you, is the best practice to manage clients from 
different geographies/culture?  

Every region brings diversity in terms of language, cultural 
sensitivities, demographic patterns, and other aspects. The 
one thing I still see common in all is the trust that we need 
to establish through our efforts before anyone decides to do 
business with us. In my experience, taking genuine interest 
in understanding the customer’s business challenges 
and offering solutions always helps enhance the overall 
positioning. In essence, creating an environment of open 
and transparent communication is the key for managing 
successful relationships.

What, according to you, are the traits that define success in 
your field? 

• Optimism and passion: These help overcome failure or any 
kind of setback. 

• Empathy: This allows one to understand the customer’s 
perspective and, in turn, helps in providing effective 
solutions.

• Subject Matter Expertise: Constant efforts to learning new 
techniques help individuals stay ahead of the competition. 

• Communication skills: Regular communication and 
addressing problems directly help create win-win situations. 

Three words that describe you the best and why? 

• Adaptive: I’m comfortable adapting to any situation and I 
don’t get flustered easily. I prefer approaching every situation 
with a smiling face and a positive attitude.

• People person: I enjoy meeting and working with different 
people and can relate to people across levels. 

• Enthusiastic: I am passionate about my work. Doing things 
whole-heartedly brings the best out of me.

Tell us about your passion beyond work. 

Actually, there are quite a few things! I like playing cricket, 
exploring adventure sports such as skydiving, or spending 
some time scribbling poems once in a while. But dramatics is 
something I am very passionate about. I got good exposure to 
it through stage shows, participation in inter-corporate drama 
competitions, and also an opportunity to be a professional 
theater artist. If not IT, probably dramatics would have been my 
career choice.

IN CONVERSATION

Sachin with wife Kanchan 
and son Ranveer



Undertaking the Chadar–Frozen River Trek was on 

my bucket list ever since I can remember! It took my 

fellow trekkers and me about six days to walk across 

75 kms of sheets of ice. Covering 10–15 kms a day 

with mountains towering on both sides and a stream 

slowly freezing and melting alongside the route; 

camping in –25°C, being cut off from technology; 

feeling the gushing winds on my face; and finding 

myself in perpetual pain with no scope to bathe 

or change clothes for six days of the trek—were all 

totally worth it!

You just have to be there to understand the 

tranquility of that experience and realize what a tiny 

place you occupy in this world. And when you come 

home, you find yourself appreciating the littlest of 

things that are otherwise taken for granted—hot 

running water, soap, comfy shoes, and, ah…the 

choices available on Swiggy! 

At some point in life, everyone dreams of doing something dangerous—be it big wave 
surfing, desert running, mountaineering, or free diving. Many people make extreme 
bucket lists, but only a few dare to check the items off their lists. Here’s what our thrill-
seekers at Cybage have to say about their adrenaline-pumping experiences.

Tanmaya Deshpande

Sr. UX Designer

Skydiving at the Ogden Skydiving Center in Utah, 

USA, was an adrenalin pumping, nerve-wracking, 

and unforgettable adventure that left me feeling 

high (12,000 ft. high!)—even after my feet touched 

the ground! I witnessed some of the most beautiful 

scenery in the world along with my tandem skydive 

instructor, when I mustered all my courage and 

jumped off the airplane.

My tandem instructor had forbidden me from 

looking down while exiting the airplane. But I just 

couldn’t resist. So, before I took the leap, I looked 

down, summoned all the Gods, and prayed for 

the best. It was the most nervous moment for 

me; any silly mistake during the exit could’ve been 

catastrophic. It’s that moment when I trusted my 

tandem instructor the most! Everything looked 

extremely small at this height—the roads, the airstrip, 

and the buildings. But, the view of the horizon—the 

earth’s curve—was simply majestic!

Saju Sasidharan

Sr. System Analyst

TRIPOMETER
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December 2017 witnessed the much-awaited 22nd Cybage Annual Bash at 
Mahalaxmi Lawns, Pune.  Arun and Ritu Nathani warmly welcomed more than 
6,000 Cybagians and their families at the gala night. The duo affably hosted a few 
of Cybage’s prestigious clients who honored us with their presence. 

CYBAGE ANNUAL BASH 2017

The MobileXpense team comprising Olivier Durieux, Mukesh Dongare, 
Manoj Agrawal, Shalin Dalal, and Ankur Sharma, along with Sumanta 
Rout, Anshul Maheshwari, Sumit Garg, Mahesh Ravi, Shobhit Sharma, 
Rangarakesh Kanchamreddy, Salim Darwajkar from PubMatic were a 
part of the celebrations.

The event kicked off with a spectacular performance by an 
international Saxophonist, followed by a fusion dance by the troupe 
on Bollywood smash hits. The remarkable introduction by Ritu was set 
the tempo for what was to follow—the Management Dance! With a 
magnificent Swag Se Swagat, Arun and his troupe of nimble feet left 
the audience asking for more. Jagat and Avi’s splendid performances 

added glitz and glamor to the evening.  
Thrilled Cybagians witnessed John Oberon’s 
entry on a bicycle, which surely was the 
showstopper of the gala night.

Arun’s most awaited annual address to the 
employees touched hearts. The highlight of 
the glitzy night was the launch of Cybage’s 
new brand identity. The Logo reveal was 
followed by some high-octane performances 
by celebrity musicians Vishal–Shekhar. The 
magical night came to an end with Cybagians 
tapping their feet to DJ Frankie’s beats.
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CEO and MD Arun 
Nathani’s inspiring speech 
to the audience, the CSR 
recognitions, and 10-year-
service honors were the 
other highlights of the 
evening. The performance 
by Lambada set the night 
on fire, leaving lasting 
memories of yet another 
enchanting experience.

The Bash at Hyderabad was hosted at the 
Novotel for over 500 Cybagians and their 
families. Also attending the gala night were 
our special guests—Karl Vannieuwenhuyze 
and Jonas Frans from Transics International 
in the company of Arun and Ritu Nathani, 
and Amit Gajwani, EVP–Business 
Development. The event witnessed in-
house star performances to desi tracks 
and requests for encore. The Management 
Dance took the celebrations up a notch. 

CYBAGE ANNUAL 
BASH 2017
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The 22nd Cybage Annual Bash was 
celebrated at the popular YMCA Club in 
Ahmedabad. In the presence of Arun and 
Ritu Nathani, the Bash hosted more than 
500 Cybagians and their families.  

CYBAGE ANNUAL BASH 2017

The evening commenced with performances 
by spirited Cybagians, followed by the star 
show of the night—the Management Dance! 
The evening glistened with Arun’s captivating 
speech, followed by the distribution of awards 
to CSR volunteers by Geeta Lalwani. 

Jaikrishnan, Sr. Vice President–Operations, 
felicitated Cybagians who have completed 
10 years of service. The night ended with a 
stupendous performance by the renowned 
Fusion and Rock band—Lambada.
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Pune

POOL 

The ace cueists of Cybage gave their best shot at the Annual 
Cybage Pool Tournament this quarter. With the number of 
participants growing with each passing year, this time the 
tournament garnered 492 registrations and the following  
cueists emerged as the winners: 

Men’s Singles: Bhushan Phalak; Runner-up: Atul Kadam 
Women’s Singles: Gunjan Badjatya; Runner-up: Komal Bole

Men’s Doubles: Pratik Pandit & Srinivas Kasturi;  
Runners-up: Rakesh Shinde & Gamanlal Parabathina

Women’s Doubles: Kriti Kesarwani & Snehal Waghmare;  
Runners-up: Srushti Khadke & Kalyani Chaudhari

Mixed Doubles: Gamanlal Parabathina & Kriti Kesarwani;  
Runners-up: Komal Bole & Karan Gadiya

CRICKET 

Our Cybage Men’s Cricket Team bagged yet another victory at 
the Pune IT Cup organized by Pratham Sports Management, 
defeating Siemens by five wickets in the third match. Rakesh 
Shinde and Sanket Aikal were awarded four and two Man of the 
Match titles, respectively. Kudos to all the champs!

Cybage proudly announces  
the sports champs for the past quarter

CYBAGE FOOTBALL: CORPORATE SUPER LEAGUE 
This February, the Cybage Football team laid claim to the 
coveted title of ‘League de Legends’ against Fin IQ with a 
final winning score of 2-1. Once again, our champions got 
the trophy home. Digamber Dinde emerged as the Best 
Player, while Aashay Paradkar won the Best Goalkeeper title. 
Congratulations team!

GNR

BADMINTON 
Our sports enthusiasts in Gandhinagar participated in the Cybage  
Badminton Tournament smashing hard to win the battle and the title.  
The following Cybagians emerged as winners:

Men’s Singles: Sushant Dash; Runner-up: Vishvas Bhayani  
Women’s Singles: Aayushi Inani; Runner-up: Divya Kumari

HYD

CYBAGE PREMIER LEAGUE 
The recent Cybage Premier League 2018 elicited a remarkable 
response at Hyderabad. The finale saw the Knight Riders (158/0) 
rise as winners against the Super Kings (153/4) in 16.2 overs. 
Dheeraj Kumar and Raman Batra bagged the Man of the Series 
and the Best Batsman titles, respectively, while Surendra Babu 
won the Best Bowler of the Series title. 

SPORTS
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These women are coordinators at our adopted communities 

and are working towards the betterment of society, alongside 

our Social Welfare vertical. Pratibha Paigude sensitized 

CybageAsha in understanding the needs of old age homes. 

Over the years, CybageAsha has helped Sevadham Old Age 

Home with infrastructural developments and volunteer 

engagement over weekends.  Whereas, Suhasini Pandagale 

and Rohini Veer helped CybageAsha in facilitating various 

projects in the communities.

Women from Urban Communities

Pratibha Paygude 
Founder–Sevadham 

Old Age Home

Rohini Veer 
Coordinator–Siddharth 

Nagar, Ramwadi

Suhasini Pandagale 

Coordinator– 

Ambedkar Nagar

Kamini Kasbe

Radha Yadav is a daily wage construction laborer who lost her 

husband to Cancer and is the proud mother of Sachin Yadav 

who is currently pursuing B.E. in Mechanical Engineering from 

Sinhgad College. Sneha Naidu is a single parent working as 

a receptionist at a small private firm, struggling to support 

her two children and parents, and is the proud mother of 

Prajakta Naidu, who is currently pursuing B.E. in Computers  

Who needs Superheroes when you have Mom! 

Sneha NaiduRadha Yadav

These recipients from Pingori village, Maharashtra, have been 

working proactively and passionately towards the holistic 

development of their village. Through the partnership with 

CybageAsha, activities such as infrastructural development, 

incorporating the Swachh Bharat initiative, tree plantation 

drives, to starting self-help groups for women, counseling 

adolescent girls and pregnant women have been coordinated 

by them.

Women from Rural India

Cybage CSR celebrated Women’s Day by felicitating the real-life 

heroes who have been the wind beneath its wings. It is because 

of their tireless efforts that CybageAsha and CybageKhushboo 

were able to make a difference at grass root level. Geetha Sham, 

SVP–Travel & Hospitality, Cybage, felicitated these women for 

their diligent and sincere contributions.  

CybageAsha also conducted blood test camps for women from all 

their adopted communities in association with Jankalyan blood 

bank’s Bharat Vikas Parishad pathology lab. Over 290 women 

benefitted from this drive.

Vidya Yadav 
Farmer & Member of 

Grampanchayat

Kamal Shinde 
Member of 

Grampanchayat

Mohini Shinde 
Sarpanch 

Graduation ceremony of digital literacy  
bus students  
Graduation ceremony of the first batch of the Cybage 

supported Digital Literacy Bus students by Shripad Inamdar, 

Finance Controller–Cybage. 

New additions to the Khushboo family 

We are proud to welcome two of the eminent institutes 

of Pune—College of Engineering Pune and B. J. Medical 

Government College—to the Khushboo family and will assist 

these institutes in sponsoring students through scholarship 

programs, and training them for their holistic development. 

CybageKhushboo organized a get-together for its former 

beneficiaries who are now successfully placed at various 

organizations. One of the beneficiaries Heena Patil, now a 

Medical Officer at Civil hospital Supe, Baramati said, “My 

gratitude for CybageKhushboo knows no bounds. During 

my first year of college I lost my mother. This was a huge 

blow and I gave up my studies to come back to Pune to take 

care of my family. CybageKhusbhoo not only motivated me 

to continue my studies but also supported me financially 

throughout my medical course.” 

CybageKhushboo brings home a winner 

CybageKhushboo sponsored a 17-year-old archer—Sakshi 

Shitole—through an NGO named Lakshya Sports. Sakshi is 

the recipient of six medals— five Gold and one Bronze—at 

the recent Sub- Junior States Tournament. 

She also holds five national records 

and has bagged the Best Player 

title at the tournament.

Another beneficiary, Vikas Yadav, Sr. Test Automation Engineer 

at ATOS , said, “CybageKhushboo helped me complete my 

BCA and MCA degrees. They helped me improve my soft skills 

and this has in turn helped me in my career. Recently I was 

promoted and soon will be flying to the Netherlands for a 

project. I can’t thank CybageKhushboo enough for supporting 

my career.”

from MES College. Kamini Kasbe works as a house help to 

provide for her three children and is the proud mother of 

Nisha Kasbe who is currently pursuing B.E. in Electronics and 

Telecommunication from MIT College. All three students are 

CybageKhuboo beneficiaries. 

Get-together of former CybageKhushboo beneficiariesCSR celebrates Women’s Day

CSR
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1 - Cybagians celebrate Makar Sankranti the traditional way at Hyderabad
2 - ‘Flavors of India’ food fest at Pune - HQ
3 - Convocation ceremony of Cybagians as they complete the course from BITS, Pilani
4 - Cybagians celebrate Makar Sankranti with Amelia Wilson and Abby Brain from Wayfair
5 - Cybagians celebrate ‘Appreciation & Respect day’ with support staff at Pune
6 - Team Anodyne enjoying the rain dance at Go Crazy Adventure Park
7 - Cloud COE team outing at Pawna lake
8 - Cybagians on a trek to The Fantastic Four
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Malaysia, a picture-perfect combination 

of serene beaches, majestic mountains, 

and thriving wildlife, is a destination to 

reckon with.  

My ideal itinerary comprised Mumbai – 

Kuala Lumpur – Kota Kinabalu (Sabah) 

– Malacca (Melaka) – Pune with a simple 

and easy visa process.

The eight-day trip included island 

hopping and scuba diving at Sapi, 

Mamutik, and Manukan island, 

along with a visit to the Orangutan 

Rehabilitation Centre at Lokkawi. 

Malaysia is home to the Orangutan, 

a rare species found only here and in 

Travel logged

Travelling is all about experience 

and taking that next leap. Cybagians 

recount to CybageTimes their 

journeys as they backpacked their 

way to the majestic beaches of 

Malaysia, the amorous countryside 

of Amsterdam, the classy Louvre, 

and the enchanting Eiffel

Paris, famous for its fashion, food, fine 

art, and fabulous architecture, hosts 

world-famous galleries, classic theatres, 

magnificent museums, and the iconic 

Eiffel tower. To enjoy the splendor of 

the Eiffel tower, book a dinner cruise 

and witness the golden Eiffel tower 

sparkling by night. Our four-day trip 

to Paris was followed by five days in 

Amsterdam en route Pune. Amsterdam 

took us to the world’s largest spring 

garden, Keukenhof Tulip Garden, which 

is open only for eight weeks in a year, 

and old-style windmills that grind seeds. 

The beautiful countryside, breathtaking 

canals, and bicycle-friendly routes, 

offered a priceless experience. We 

discovered some beautiful spots in the 

city by biking our way through it. Home 

to the classic Van Gogh museum, which 

hosts the largest collection of artists 

and the Anne Frank House, where the 

Jewish diarist hid during World War II, 

Amsterdam has it all.

Indian passport holders require a 

Schengen tourist Visa that allows travel 

to any Schengen member country.  For 

me, travelling entails a TDLC, my very 

own Travel Development Life Cycle. 

Every minute task undergoes a lot of 

research and planning. After each trip, I 

return to work rejuvenated.

Indonesia. While at Malaysia, you can 

enjoy expeditions ranging from cities to 

deep jungles and escape to the cooler 

highlands of West Malaysia or climb 

Mount Kinabalu in Sabah for relief from 

the muggy tropics. Malacca will surprise 

you with its narrow lanes, colorful Baba-

Nyonya houses, and plazas fringed by 

red-colored Dutch brick buildings. The 

eminent Petronas and KL towers, dark 

caving adventure at Batu caves, and 

the dazzling partying hub named ZOUK 

added to the excitement. My journey 

would have been incomplete without 

my interaction with fellow tourists from 

different cultures.

Aditya Pawar  
Sr. UX Designer

Saroj Kohad  
Learning Analyst

Budget per person: INR 36,000 
 
Trip duration: Eight days  
Cuisine picks: Roti canai, roti telur, 
durian, nasi lemak, live octopus 
 
Must-visit places: Kuala Lumpur, 
Penang, Perhentian, Malacca, Kinabalu 
National Park, and Sipidan 
 
Travel tips: The weather here is hot and 
humid; arm yourself with sunscreen, 
swimming costume, sunglasses; explore 
the street stalls and make provision in 
your budget for expenses at tourist sites 
 
Local phrases: 
Terima kasih  
(Treema- Kahseh) - Thank You  
Kwan apa khabar – How are you?  
Nama saya – My name is... 
Selamat pagi – Good morning 
Selamat malam – Good night

Budget per person: INR 1.2 lakh 
 
Trip duration: Nine days 
 
Cuisine picks:  
Paris: French breakfast. A Parisian 
three-course meal is highly 
recommended. 
 
Amsterdam: Kibbeling (fried fish), 
Stroopwafel (Pastry), Stamppot  
(national dish), and Dutch cheese 
 
Must visit places: Paris: Eiffel Tower, 
Musee du Louvre (locate Leonardo 
DaVinci's painting of Mona Lisa),  
 

Notre-Dame cathedral, Amsterdam: 
Delftware factory, Volendam cheese 
factory, wooden shoe factory 
 
Travel tips: Eurail train pass is helpful; 
acquire knowledge about the customs, 
culture, and history; book everything 
online and in advance 
 
Local phrases: 
 Paris 
Bonjour – Hello 
Je vous remercie – Thank you 
Pardon – Excuse me 
 
Amsterdam 
Hoi – Hi 
Dank je – Thank you 
Ja – Yes 
Nee – No

TRAVEL DIARIES
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FELICITATION

It has been 10 years of my wonderful 

journey at Cybage, starting from a 

Sr. Developer to Delivery Manager. 

In this past decade, I’ve worked 

in various domains with different 

technologies, and have thoroughly 

enjoyed working with diverse 

co-workers and customers. The 

soft skills and technology trainings 

provided here have helped me 

in my professional and personal 

development, and enabled me to 

become a ‘Cybage Certified Trainer’. 

What I like about Cybage are its 

clear definition of goals, its  

excellent focus on delivery, and  

the opportunities it provides to  

learn and grow.

In my 10 years of journey at 

Cybage, the most important 

lesson that I learnt is unlearning 

and re-learning. I’ve got several 

opportunities to contribute 

to the organization on various 

levels, starting from being a 

Web Developer to a Technical 

Architect (FET).During my 

tenure, I’ve learnt how to remain 

positive and focused at work 

despite being in challenging 

situations. Moreover, what I 

love the most about Cybage 

are the opportunities and 

empowerment it provides to 

the employees along with an 

excellent work culture.

Cybage has come a long way and the credit goes to the Cybagians who 
have nurtured its values and culture, and continually strive to achieve the 
organization’s goal to attain success. Some of the Cybagians, who completed 
10 years in the organization, unfold their experiences and learnings.

NISHANT JOSHI, ARCHITECT RAVI SHARMA, DELIVERY MANAGER
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YEARS
My journey at Cybage is enriched 

with unforgettable moments, 

immense learnings, and long-lasting 

relationships. Some of my most 

memorable moments are—being 

a part of the Marketing Team; 

seeing the establishment of the 

Sales Enablement Group in 2010; 

becoming ‘Cybage Certified Trainer’; 

and receiving my 10 years felicitation. 

Professionally, Cybage has helped 

me polish my leadership and 

mentoring skills, whereas personally, 

Cybage has groomed me to be a 

better person instilling the ‘care 

factor’ within me. It is always fun to 

celebrate birthdays and festivals, and 

attend annual project parties with 

the team. This justifies my opinion 

on the best thing about Cybage—

employee-friendly work culture.     

If I have to describe my 10 years 

journey at Cybage in two words—it 

would be ‘learning’ and ‘growing’. 

I have witnessed the Cybage 

transformation wherein it has 

undergone key structural changes. 

And, as Cybage grew, I could 

see the growth within me. While 

we continue to be execution 

specialists, we are now going 

the extra mile to improve our 

customer outreach. Management 

philosophy at Cybage is to be 

hands-on and detail-oriented; 

and this approach has helped me 

become meticulous. One of the 

best things about Cybage is its 

transparent work culture; and  

one of my best moments at 

Cybage is participating in the 

‘Management Dance’.

ASHWIN PARMAR, SVP–RETAIL LETICIA BELL, SR. MANAGER–PRESALES
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THE EASILY DISTRACTED

A.     What has no beginning,  

         end, or middle?

B.     What word in the English language is alway 

         spelled incorrectly?

C.     Where does Christmas come before  

         Thanksgiving?

D.     What has many keys, but can't even  

         open a single door?

E.     What is as big as an elephant, but  

         weighs nothing?

ANAGRAM RIDDLES

RIDDLES

A. A doughnut B. Incorrectly C. In the dictionary  

D. A piano E. The elephant’s shadow

1. Nap, Pan 2. Wolf, Flow 3. Net, Ten 4. Sale, Seal  

5. Tale, Late

1.     A short sleep during the day.  

       Something to cook with. 

2.     An animal that lives in a pack.   

        Move like water. 

3.     Something used to catch fish.   

        A number. 

4.     A time when things are cheap.   

        A marine mammal. 

5.     Another word for story .  

        The opposite of early. 



Step by step,
we lay each stone,
CybageTimes 
crosses a milestone.

When challenges 
bring out the best in us,
Together we walk, 
united by trust. THE

MILESTONE

TEN
THETHE
YEAR
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